
Our Concerts:

An Evening with Noel & Tricia Richards

We perform with our two acoustic guitars in an intimate concert, featuring a blend of  
songs from our latest recordings and perhaps material from other artists. We will tailor our 
concerts to suit the type of audience that is attending. 

These concerts are a mix of music and conversation about life, love and friendship.

The concerts can be presented in a conventional way, or 'cafe-style' with tables and 
chairs, creating a more intimate feel. Especially useful, if you are providing drinks and 
finger food. Good food, conversation and music, make for an enjoyable event.

Concert Options

We realise that in these challenging times, finance to host large concerts may not be 
readily available. So, we are also considering small intimate “house concerts”, as well as 
larger venues. These concerts are simpler to organise and audience size is normally 
between 25 and 50 people, depending on the space available.

The advantage of these events, is that they do not have to be on weekends. We will keep 
the weekends for larger gigs. 

Concert Costs

We are always flexible regarding our concert fees. Every situation is different and we do 
our best to accommodate organisers. Below is a guide to what we would ideally charge for
each type of event. However, we are open to what organisers can afford and everything is 
open to discussion.

House Concerts:
For house concerts, where the attendance is limited we ask for around CAN $450. These 
events are not ticketed in the conventional sense and are either financed in the following 
ways:

1) By the host/organiser completely.
2) By a group of friends sharing the cost and inviting guests.
3) By 'passing round the hat' at the end of the concert and asking people to be 

generous. In our experience we have found that people are generous.
4) By the host organiser meeting any shortfall after people have contributed.

Small Unticketed Concerts:
For concerts where attendance is between 50 – 100 people and no entrance fee is being 
charged but with donation on the night from attendees; we would ask for CAN$ 500 as a 
minimum, with more being given to us, if you get a very good income from those who 
attend.

Ticketed Concerts:
If you are promoting a concert in the more usual way, with tickets being sold in advance 
and on the door, we would ask for CAN$900 as a minimum. We suggest to organisers that
they price the event realistically, in order to get the maximum attendance. 



Practical Requirements

We do not travel with any PA or lighting equipment, so we rely on local organisers to 
source the best equipment and operators. These days, many venues have excellent audio 
visual installations and are able to meet our requirements. 

Apart from sound and lighting, our other requirements are pretty simple and 
straightforward.

Once the concert date is confirmed, we will send you a detailed list of requirements, 
promotional info and photos.


